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1. Prosus Set to Remain Discounted Tencent Proxy: Company Outlook

(Bloomberg Intelligence) --

THESIS: Prosus' varied efforts to

reduce its holding-company

discount could struggle to

succeed for years, as we believe

the wider issue needs resolving:

investors have yet to see evidence that the company is spending Tencent returns effectively.

Proving this takes time, yet more assertive action looks to be off the table, with a Tencent-share

lockup running to April 2024 and the company choosing a complicated share exchange with parent

Naspers. Non-Tencent businesses represent a small part of its value, with that one investment

dominating proportionate reporting. In the meantime, Prosus serves as an imperfect proxy for the

Chinese venture. (11/23/21)

Key Topics

Cross Holding Ignores Tencent Elephant

Prosus-Naspers Cross-Shareholdings May Only Be a Temporary Fix

Prosus and Naspers' cross-shareholdings may curb single-stock-limit headwinds, but they bring

uneven voting rights to Prosus, greatly increase complexity and don't directly address the elephant

in the room: the discount to Tencent. Prior attempts have worked for a time, and a proposal to cap

the combined FTSE/JSE Index weight at 10% may cramp this plan. (08/20/21)

2. Ample Shares Tendered to Make Swap Offer Effective

While only 53% of non-Naspers Prosus shareholders voted in favor of the exchange at the EGM,

281 million Naspers shares were tendered, well above the maximum 197 million that Prosus

sought. The 2.27 exchange ratio was based on trading prices for listed assets and average sell-side

analyst valuations for unlisted businesses. It "reflects a sharing of value creation between existing

Naspers shareholders (72.6%) and existing Prosus free-float shareholders (27.4%) consistent with

their existing ownership of the underlying NAV."

The ratio between the share prices on the JSE has been below 2.3 since March 11, 2020, reaching a

low of 1.8 in September, so a case could be made that the chosen ratio isn't reflective of the

market's view -- though the exchange was voluntary. (08/18/21)

Prosus Voluntary Exchange Offer to Naspers

Source: Bloomberg Intelligence
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3. Swapping Naspers for Prosus Ignores Discount Driver

While the exchange deal has cut the weight of Naspers on the JSE index, it doesn't help with the

biggest issue -- the discount suffered by Prosus shareholders to the see-through value of its

Tencent holding. FTSE/JSE's proposal to cap the combined weight of Prosus and Naspers at 10%

could reduce the benefit of the exchange. Prosus has acquired a stake of 49.5% in parent Naspers

in exchange for newly issued Prosus shares, creating a large cross-shareholding and increasing

complexity.

The companies pitched this as a way for Naspers holders to reduce their discount by about 10% by

swapping to less-discounted Prosus. This could happen, yet the incentives for Prosus holders are

less clear, beyond a possible increase in its index weightings, which may attract further

investment. (08/17/21)

Share Swap Schematic

Source: Bloomberg Intelligence

4. Prosus Uses Uneven Voting Rights, Like Its Parent

Naspers' argument that Prosus needs to copy its parent's control structure isn't very strong, in our

view. It was designed for a media business, not one involved in food delivery, online advertising,

payments, retail and an enormous stake in Tencent. Some peers use it -- Facebook and Alphabet

included -- but normally as a result of founders including outside investors. If the voluntary

exchange goes ahead, the "protection structure" will preserve Naspers' control over Prosus.

Naspers has two classes of shares. Unlisted A class shares have 1,000 votes each, but only receive

20% of the dividend per share paid to listed N class shares, which have one vote each. The A class

shares are majority-owned by two companies -- Naspers indirectly owns 49% of one of them --

which exercise their votes in consultation with one another. (06/09/21)

Company Filing

"If Naspers’s voting rights in NewCo decreases to less than 50%

plus one vote, then the Protection Structure will be activated. This

means NewCo A Ordinary Shares will, in such instance, have 1 000

voting rights per share so that the holders of NewCo A Ordinary

Shares will control matters requiring approval by NewCo

Shareholders."

Circular to Shareholders, Naspers

May 29, 2019

5. Structure Ties Businesses With Few Synergies

Prosus contains all of Naspers' non-South African operations. It has a broad portfolio, with the

investments falling into several areas, some more related than others. Classified advertising

focuses mostly on emerging markets, sometimes with an auto focus. The next two pillars are

payments and food-delivery services. Edtech is the most recent addition, boosted by the Stack

Overflow deal.

Prosus also owns the largest online retailer in Romania, a 27% stake in the listed mail.ru and a

ventures arm that includes search and traffic-analysis technology. Many of these stakes are
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noncontrolling and the structure means that businesses can be separated without generating big

tax bills, which could happen in the medium term, and would be a welcome move due to the lack

of operational synergies. (08/18/21)

Naspers / Prosus Organogram (Before Exchange)

Source: Bloomberg Intelligence

Tencent Lock-Up Lowers Chance of Major Deal

Complex Cross-Holding Only Narrowed Prosus' Discount Temporarily

Prosus and Naspers' deep cross-holding in August temporarily narrowed the holding-company

discount, but as the move makes a transformational deal less likely, we expect the divergence to

persist. The sale of a 2% stake in Tencent for $14.6 billion in April also delivered only short-term

relief, with an almost 20% discount returning. (11/01/21)

6. Three-Year Tencent Lock-Up Lowers Chance of Major Deal

The likelihood of a significant restructuring of Prosus' Tencent holding appears low to us, following

the commitment to another three-year lock-up after placing a 2% stake for $14.6 billion over April

7-8. Demerging the stake to Prosus shareholders seems to be off the table. The placing came

shortly after the prior lock-up ended, three years since Naspers' sale of 2% of Tencent for $9.8

billion in March 2018.

Prosus' e-commerce segment is facing steep growth costs, with the pandemic having accelerated

adoption -- by seven years -- according to the CEO. Despite the lock-up, Prosus has other routes to

raise cash, notably via debt markets -- its balance sheet puts other investment holding companies

in the shade. Its growth spending is mostly discretionary. (10/26/21)

Tencent Share Price ($)

Source: Bloomberg Intelligence

7. Listing Removed Discount, But Temporarily

Naspers' decision to list Prosus initially looked successful, in that the latter's market capitalization

was close to the value of its stake in Tencent. That was a significant improvement on the discount

of about 20% that its parent had achieved in the preceding two years. Yet this unwound over a few
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months and Prosus traded at a similar discount, despite avoiding JSE weighting issues. This

suggests that investors assume that any cash raised from selling Tencent shares will be invested at

a loss. Prosus' best fix is necessarily long term, based on a solid investment track record.

The Naspers-for-Prosus share exchange and cross-holding initially reduced the discount to about

10%, adjusting Prosus' market capitalization for its 49% Naspers holding, though it has widened

back close to 20%. (10/26/21)

Prosus' Discount to Tencent Stake

Source: Bloomberg Intelligence

8. Tencent: Company Outlook

Contributing Analysts Matthew Kanterman (Technology) & Tiffany Tam (Technology)

THESIS: Tencent's online services may maintain high usage and spending patterns as they benefit

from pandemic-driven adoption, but the specter of further regulatory crackdowns on China's tech

titans adds a high degree of uncertainty to its growth outlook. Tencent's online game business

could keep expanding through 2022 on a robust pipeline of new products. Yet the crackdowns on

key sectors that were large advertisers on Tencent and peer platforms, as well as the softening

macroeconomic environment in China, mean that advertising sales growth may underperform

through 2022 while cloud services scale up. (11/10/21)

Food-Delivery Investment Focus

Prosus Has Firepower for IFood Minority Stake; Price an Obstacle

Contributing Analysts Diana Gomes (Consumer Products)

Prosus could buy the remaining one-third of iFood from Just Eat-Takeaway.com for 2.2-4.4 billion

euros, yet an agreement on price seems far away. It has pointed to a 30% internal rate of return in

food delivery, but most assets are unlisted. The only external measure is the 3.7 billion euros spent

on Delivery Hero shares in 2017 and 2021, now worth 7.8 billion. (08/05/21)

9. IFood Growth May Leave Parties Far Apart on Valuation

Contributing Analysts Diana Gomes (Consumer Products)

Though Just Eat Takeaway (JET) is willing to sell its one-third stake in Brazilian food-delivery leader

iFood and indirect majority owner Prosus may be willing to buy, the two owners could still be far

apart on valuation. The deal has been on the table since Takeaway closed its merger with Just Eat

in February 2020, with no public progress since. This could be partly explained by the difficulty of

valuing a business which doubled orders in 2020. Our scenario analysis indicates the stake could

cost 2.2-4.4 billion euros.

An acquisition could be a good move to help cement Prosus' emerging-market focus -- where the

food-delivery model has more scope to be profitable. Prosus had more than $11 billion of net cash

in April and has several ways to raise funds. (08/03/21)
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iFood Stake Cost-Scenario Analysis

Source: Bloomberg Intelligence

10. Prosus Has Spent $6 Billion, With More to Come

Prosus management has indicated an intention to continue to invest in growth, pushing into new

cities, adding more of its own "dark" kitchens and moving into grocery supply. This is based on a

strong belief that the addressable market for the segment suggests much more growth to come

and that being one of the top players in each market will be essential. Two of its three major food-

delivery investments (iFood and Swiggy) are unlisted and both could require further cash

injections, even though they are placed first or second in their markets. The pandemic dented

sales growth as restaurants shuttered though Swiggy's volume had nearly recovered by late 2020.

On a proportionate basis, Prosus' fiscal 2021 food-delivery revenue doubled to $1.5 billion but

trading losses narrowed to $355 million from $624 million. (08/03/21)

Prosus/Naspers Food-Delivery Investment Focus

Source: Prosus Fiscal 2021 Presentation

11. Prosus Putting More Cash into India's Swiggy

Before the pandemic, Swiggy was investing to expand in India, adding a new city every two days to

the more than 500 it reported in October 2019. It also wants to roll out its own brands to address

the limited supply of restaurants and dark kitchens to help its restaurant suppliers grow. It's

considering a wider delivery offering spanning all stores, daily delivery of milk and parcel delivery.

All this will cost, so even though Uber Eats has exited the market, Prosus invested another $100

million in Swiggy in Feb. 2020 and was part of a $1.25 billion funding round lead by SoftBank Vision

Fund 2 in July.

The Indian food-delivery market is highly competitive, with Swiggy facing recently-listed Zomato,

which is a similar size following its acquisition of Uber Eats in India. (08/03/21)
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Bloomberg News

"Uber agreed to offload the business in return for 9.99% of the

Indian startup, maintaining a foothold in one of the world’s fastest-

growing internet arenas, the companies said in a statement. As part

of the deal, the U.S. company will shutter operations but direct all

restaurants, delivery companies and diners to Zomato. Neither

company offered up financial details but the person said the value

of the Zomato shares Uber gets is estimated at about $172 million -

- the Indian startup was last valued at $2.2 billion."

Edwin Chan - Uber Set to Sell UberEats’ India Business to Zomato: TechCrunch

Jan. 21, 2020

Click to view entire news story

12. Profitability Case in Richer Countries Not Yet Convincing

The revenue opportunity for food delivery is significant, in our view -- particularly if the companies

keep spending on growth, accepting relatively low take rates and offering discounts to consumers -

- though this may test investors' patience. It's less obvious that the path to profitability is simple.

Historically, Prosus has argued it's more feasible in countries where there's income disparity,

allowing relatively low-income drivers to have permanent, full-time jobs while keeping costs of

delivery low for the comparatively rich diner.

This appears to be a sound argument to us, though it was slightly clouded by Prosus' attempt to

invest in markets where it's less true, such as the U.K., by bidding for Just Eat - while not bidding

for Grubhub was sensible. Delivery Hero exposes it mostly to underpenetrated markets. (08/03/21)

Food-Delivery Valuation Goal Clearer Than Profit

Source: Prosus Capital Markets Day 2019

Online Investments Mixed

Prosus' BillDesk Buy an Improved Step Among Mostly Unfocused M&A

Prosus' BillDesk deal may start to build scale in Indian payments, which like the majority of

segments could be a winner-takes-most industry. Yet the company needs to show more synergies

between its operations, we believe. There are four core investment themes, with Edtech recently

added to Classifieds, Food Delivery and Fintech. (08/31/21)

13. BillDesk Deal Increases Scale in Fast-Growing Indian Market

Prosus' agreed-to $4.7 billion acquisition of BillDesk adds scale and broadens the company's

payments services in India. Market share is likely to be important for profitability (Kenya's

dominant fintech M-Pesa has proven profit can be made even at low prices.) The combined

company would have processed transactions valued at $147 billion in fiscal 2021, putting it among

the top 10 globally, according to Prosus. We believe the market is attractive, with growth potential

as transactions go cashless, as well as add-on services in credit scoring and remittances. This

setup also fulfills a social objective of improving access to finance.

The deal values BillDesk at 19x trailing revenue, partly explained by its three-year average

revenue-growth rate of 32%, though Ebitda of $42 million is comparatively modest. (08/31/21)
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BillDesk Deal Highlights

Source: Prosus Presentation, Aug. 31 2021

14. Prosus Bets $1.8 Billion on Workplace Collaboration

Prosus' purchase of Q&A/collaboration tool Stack Overflow fits thematically with some of its other

educational-technology ventures, such as Codecademy, Brainly and Udemy, but at a much larger

scale. Prosus is spending $1.8 billion and will control the company rather than hold a minority

stake, as it does with similar investment. The deal adds a fourth segment to Prosus' array of

controlled online businesses -- on top of Classifieds, Food Delivery and Fintech -- running the risk of

diluting its focus, though the company will likely argue it was already active in the space via

significant minority investment.

The business has the potential to facilitate workforce training and collaboration, but the

monetization path isn't certain. Stack Overflow's 2020 revenue was less than $100 million, though

grew rapidly. (06/15/21)

Company Press Release

"Stack Overflow has deep engagement within its community and is

an invaluable tool for tech-focused collaboration and learning. Over

85% of its learning-focused community visit the platform every

week to access more than 52 million questions and answers... With

expertise in scaling communities in high-growth markets globally,

Prosus can help accelerate Stack Overflow’s growth ambitions, with

a particular focus on reaching a wider international community,

while also further scaling the company’s Teams product to position

Stack Overflow at the center of product and technology

development within major enterprises globally."

Prosus

Prosus to acquire Stack Overflow for US$1.8 billion, June 2, 2021

15. Classifieds Has Many Market-Leading Operations

Prosus' classifieds operation, led by OLX, is its most developed consolidated online business. It

focuses on autos, real estate, services and employment in emerging markets. Market share within

a specific country and segment is the key driver to success, in our view. This is because leading

portals benefit strongly from network effects and should achieve better revenue and margin. OLX

Group performs well on this basis, with numerous top-ranked operations, including Auto Trader in

South Africa, plus property and auto sites in India and Brazil.

The revenue position is starting to translate into profitability, though growth and Covid-19 costs

weigh. Trading profit remained just positive in 1H, even with 7% organic proportionate revenue

growth. Investment in transactional capabilities has been a drag on profitability. (06/11/21)
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Prosus' Classifieds Business

Source: Bloomberg Intelligence

16. Food Delivery a Major Investment Focus

Prosus cites meal delivery as an attractive growth area, with revenue doubling on an underlying

basis in fiscal 2020, though at a cost, with trading-profit margin on a proportionate basis down to

minus 83%. Assets include 24% of Delivery Hero, listed in Germany and with operations in almost

40 counties, and 92% of Movile, which in turn controls iFood and is No. 1 in Brazil and Mexico

among other Latin American operations. It also led a funding round in December 2018 for India's

Swiggy, the market-leading Indian business, which faces competition from Zomato and Foodpanda.

Prosus' stake increased to 39% from 25% at a cost of $660 million. A further $113 million round led

by Prosus followed in February 2020.

Swiggy briefly had a positive contribution margin in September 2017, but was subscale, needing

investment to gain scale. (06/11/21)

Prosus Food Delivery

Source: Bloomberg Intelligence

17. Etail and Ventures Final Legs of Internet Platform

On top of the classifieds, fintech and food delivery segments, Prosus has online retail assets, which

focus on in-country scale -- a good move, in our view, leading to a significant operation in Romania

- the South African business stayed with Naspers when Prosus was listed. It also has a series of

stakes -- usually relatively small and noncontrolling -- in other diverse online operations. These

include education (Brainly, Codeacademy and Udemy - which could benefit from a boost to online

learning due to the pandemic), software tools such as search (Twiggle, focused on e-commerce

search) and traffic data analytics (SimilarWeb). It also counts stakes in health, agriculture and

blockchain businesses among its venture plays. (06/11/21)
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Prosus and Naspers Edtech

Source: Prosus 1H Presentation, 23 Nov. 2020

Financial Review

Earnings

18. Prosus' M&A, Growth Spending Driving Expansion: Earnings Outlook

Post-1H Earnings Outlook: Prosus may continue to deliver double-digit revenue growth in many of

its businesses for several quarters, as the units are well-positioned for secular expansion and

spending heavily to back it. Yet the effect of this expense could persist, keeping trading profit

negative excluding Tencent. The voluntary share-exchange offer has introduced unwelcome

complexity, and only temporarily reduced the discount between Prosus' market cap (adjusted for

its Naspers stake) and the value of its Tencent shares. We don't expect the discount to narrow as

significant action looks to be off the table.

This means that Tencent looks set to dominate Prosus' financial results, even after April's $15-

billion share placing. Tencent's strong performance was the driver of Prosus' EPS growth in 1H.

(11/22/21)

Highlights From Recent Results:

Mid- to High-Double-Digit Underlying Revenue Growth in Most

Segments

Classifieds Trading Profit Margin Ticked Up, Other Segments

Remain Loss-Making

Core Headline EPS Up 7%, Driven by Tencent Stake -- Despite

Selling Nearly $15 Billion of Its Shareholding

Pace of M&A Greatly Increased, With $5.2 Billion Spent and $4.7

Billion Planned for Billdesk

Additional Resources:

Analyzer | BI »

Earnings Release | DOCV »

Company Presentation | DOCV »
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19. Prosus Results Dominated by Tencent, Buying Food-Delivery Sales
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Prosus' consolidated numbers are dominated by equity-accounted Tencent, which makes up almost

80% of proportionate sales and more than 100% of proportionate Ebitda. Management prefers to

use proportionate results when discussing performance, which is reasonable given the holding-

company nature of the business, but the number of non-controlling stakes needs to be kept in

mind.

We don't anticipate any slowdown in M&A at Prosus, with more investments in existing stakes -- as

well as new deals -- the recent pattern. The voluntary exchange of some Naspers shares for Prosus

shares to create a large crossholding increased complexity and didn't solve the problem of the gap

between Prosus' market cap and the see-through value of its $177 billion Tencent stake -- let alone

its increasingly significant other operations. (11/23/21)

Revenue Growth, Ebitda Margin (%) (Proportionate)

Source: Bloomberg Intelligence
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